CRUSHING  AND AMALGAMATING MACHINERY.
enters through the chute leading from the ore feeders, ore and water thus passing into the mortar together.
Where it is desired to have inside amalgamation a circular conical-shaped copper plate is provided to lit into the mortar. This plate may be removed when loaded with amalgam and replaced by a spare one.
The total height of the battery frame above the foundations is K> feet, and this admits of buildings being erected of less height than in the old mills. The centre of the cam-shaft is usually 9 to 10 feet above the foundation.
It is apparent that with a single stamp in each mortal, any single unit can be stopped either on account of damage to itself, or because of a breakdown in a part of the mill which it feeds, without interfering in any way with the work of other units.
Several objections have been formulated 1 against the single stamp, and they may be summarised as follows : -
1.   The quick drop of a heavy stamp on soft friable ores tends to loosen the battery frame and the foundations.
2.  An  individual   stamp   is  said   to demand as  much   attention  as a  five stamp mill.
3.   The mortars tend   to (ill up and the height of discharge varies, so thai-there is  considerable  wear   on  screens with new dies.
A series of tests2 which wore carried out by the Central Mining ;ind investment Corporation with four Nissen stamps and a battery of ten ordinary stamps working on similar material at the City Deep Mine, showed a distinct, superiority in favour of the former. A summarv of figures from these tests is ujivcn in Table 'XXII.
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Nissen Knilri'N ;   I >«•;•;!»n of Kin-j  Post.
TABLE
NlSSKN.
Four Stamp.*..
Running weight, Drops per minute. Height of drop,
Screen,    .
Height of discharge. Stamp duty (O-mesh),
.,         (J inch apei'ture),   .
.Power consumption per ton of ore, i    2-7 to 4 H. P.-hours. Quantity   of   ore.   crushed    per pound of falling weight.
.     ;           HA indies.
( :    S) holes per .s<|, in I       j[ inch apei-ture. !           "2 to *2'x ineltes.
:M'-17 to :HKHf> Ions. ;*<>•()<> to :J7-7I tons.
CITY  I>I-:MI». Trn StiunpH.
1,77") to 1,S<>;{ 1I»H.
100
8,1 i ne hen.               ;
1) holes per M<|. in.           I
ij in<-h aperiui'e.              j
L'j to 2A inehe.s.          I
I.S-lKi lo -JO-ori tons.      i
2^-7:i to i».!-:t-i tons,    j
t-ir» (o 5-5 11.1 \.lniurn.I
I
HH> to 27'JT) Ibs         j
The superiority of the Nissen stamp in this jest is considered to he due
* Mii-U. antlXri. /V<'.™, 11)07, 94, '115, 1-17, Wt.
2 P. N. Nissen, ./. ('tom. Mel. <imt .)//*//. ,S'r>f. o/,s*. J^V/Vv/, I'Ml, 12, 111.

